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Concepts of complex partition functions and the Fisher zeros provide intrinsic statistical mech-
anisms for finite temperature and real time dynamical phase transitions. We extend the utility of
these complexifications to quantum phase transitions. We exactly identify different Fisher zeros on
lines or closed curves and elucidate their correspondence with domain-wall excitation or confined
meson for the one-dimensional transverse field Ising model. The crossover behavior of Fisher zeros
provides a fascinating picture for criticality near the quantum phase transition, where the excita-
tion energy scales are quantitatively determined. We further confirm our results by tensor network
calculation and demonstrate a clear signal of deconfined meson excitation from the breaking of the
closed zero curves. Our results unambiguously show significant features of the Fisher zeros for a
quantum phase transition and open up a new route to explore quantum criticality.

Quantum phase transition (QPT) takes place in be-
tween different ground states at zero temperature where
thermal fluctuations are absent [1, 2]. It is an essential
topic in condensed matter physics and provides crucial
ingredients for the understanding of many emerged prop-
erties in strongly correlated materials. Although QPT
appears only at zero temperature, especially for a typi-
cal one-dimensional (1D) system where the extension of
the transition to non-zero temperatures is forbidden, the
influence of QPT provides various critical behaviors in
an expansive finite temperature vicinity of the associ-
ated quantum critical point (QCP). Therefore, besides
the typical scenario of projecting to the ground states
at extremely large inverse temperature (β) and probing
the excitation from different correlations, finding direct
statistical approaches may provide new route to explore
the possible remaining quintessence of quantum critical-
ity at finite temperatures due to the interplay between
the quantum and thermal fluctuations.

An important statistical mechanism is the analytic
continuation to complex partition functions, pioneered
by Lee and Yang [3, 4], who first gave the circle theo-
rem of the grand canonical partition function zeros for
complex fugacity. This concept has been realized exper-
imentally [5, 6]. Fisher’s extension of zeros for canonical
partition function in the complex β plane [7] has triggered
tremendous studies on this complexification concept in
both equilibrium and nonequilibrium systems. For an
equilibrium system with a finite temperature phase tran-
sition, Fisher zeros approach the real β axis in the ther-
modynamic limit [8, 9] and the approaching behaviours
can characterize different kind of phase transitions, such
as Kosterlitz-Thouless transition [10]. Base on the fact
that the zeros closest to the real β axis can be seen as
a “gate” controlling the complex renormalization group
(RG) flows [11–13], in the special case of finite tempera-
ture phase transition, zeros on the real β terminate the
RG flows to different phases and can form an effective
phase diagram in the complex β plane [14]. In a nonequi-
librium quenched system, Fisher zeros of boundary par-
tition function (or the Loschmidt echo) can be defined

and the approaching of zeros to the real time signify a
dynamical phase transition [15–18]. These efforts of com-
plexification on finite temperature or real time (infinite
temperature) phase transitions motivate one to extend
the mechanism for QPTs.

In a 1D quantum system without finite temperature
transitions, the Fisher zeros are distributed on the com-
plex β without touching the real β axis. Investigating
QPTs from the complex β (β = βr+iβi) seems a marginal
problem. However, βi suggests an oscillating behavior
with the energy scale of excitations in a partition func-
tion. Therefore, information of the complex β provides
ingredients to study the interplay between thermal and
quantum fluctuations. Specifically, Locations and shapes
of Fisher zeros can intimate low temperature excitation
features of QPT. For example, similar with a close zero
curve cutting the real β axis can separate different phases
at finite temperature transition, we argue that this pic-
ture can be naturally generalized to QPTs where the chief
distinctive feature is that the close zero curves on the
complex β plane isolate excitations.

Here, we confirm these above pictures of the Fisher
zeros and establish the connections between these zeros
and QPT in the 1D transverse field Ising model (1DT-
FIM) [Fig. 1(a)]. The domain-wall excitations and the
confined mesons can be represented by the Fisher zero
lines and closed curves in the complex plane, respectively
[Fig. 1(b)]. Changing coupling leads to crossover of the
lines and the close curves till at the QCP where the lines
disappear and the whole large β region are connected.
We verify the excitation energy gaps through the oscil-
lation of a Loschmidt-Echo-like quantity-the norm of the
partition function. Our picture of the Fisher zeros is con-
firmed by tensor network calculation at finite volumes.
Remarkably, the confined meson picture is clearly illus-
trated by breaking of closed zero curves as a longitudinal
field is applied at the QCP, corresponding to the gen-
eration of exotic E8 quasi-particles. Our results on us-
ing the Fisher zeros structure and the complex partition
functions to signify the quantum criticality provide a new
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FIG. 1. Schematic graphs of phase diagram of 1DTFIM (a)
and the Fisher zeros in the complex β plane (b). The imag-
inary part of the zero line provides an energy scale for the
gap of the domain-wall or spin-flip excitations. Meanwhile,
the closed zero curve confines the meson excitations from the
1DTFIM ground state. Quantum criticality is signified by the
competition between these two structures.

framework to explore QPTs.

We consider the exact solvable 1DTFIM–a paradig-
matic model for QPT–whose Hamiltonian is given by

H = −
L∑
j=1

σzj · σzj+1 − gσxj , (1)

where σxj or σzj are the Pauli matrix operators on site
j. At the critical magnetic field coupling g = gc = 1, a
QPT between the ferromagnetic order and the paramag-
netic phase appears only at the zero temperature in the
thermodynamic limit.

Explicit statistical properties can be obtained from the
quantum model partition function,

Z = Tre−βH , (2)

where β = 1/kBT is the inverse temperature and the
trace is over all states of the system. The Fisher zeros
are particular βs in the complex plane where the partition
function is vanished. The exact solution of the partition

FIG. 2. Distribution patterns of the Fisher zero lines and the
closed curves at different g. The zero lines move upward as
g increases. (a) At g = 0.3, the zero lines are the dominant
structure. (b) At g = 0.5, the zero lines and the closed curves
are alternatively appears. (c-d) The crossover between the
lowest zeros line and the close curve above the real β axis
happens in between g = 0.78 and g = 0.79. (e) At g = 0.95,
the close curves are the dominant structure. (f) After more
crossovers, the zero lines disappear at the QCP.

function for the 1DTFIM is expressed as

Z =
1

2
[

L∏
k=1

(2 coshβε2k) +

L∏
k=1

(2 sinhβε2k)

+

L∏
k=1

(2 coshβε2k−1) +

L∏
k=1

(2 sinhβε2k−1)] (3)

where 2εk is the single particle spectrum with
εk = [1 + g2 − 2g cos(πk/L)]1/2. This is de-
rived from the Onsager/Kaufman solutions [19, 20]
of the two-dimensional classical Ising model by us-
ing the mapping between the d-dimensional quantum
spin model and the d+1-dimensional classical statisti-
cal model [21]. Eq 3 can be expressed as terms with

the product of
∏L
k=1(2 coshβε2k/2k−1) [term (I)] and∏L

k=1(tanhβε2k/2k−1) + 1 [term (II)]. Conventionally,
thermodynamic limit properties of the 1DTFIM at zero
temperature can be well understood by ignoring the term
(II) [22].

Although the quantum-classical mapping exists, the
thermal properties implied by their complex partition
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functions are not the same. For the 2D classical Ising
model with a finite temperature phase transition, the
Fisher zeros approach the real β axis in the thermody-
namic limit. In contrast, zeros stay away from the real
axis for the 1D quantum case. For example, at g = 0,
zeros are formed in lines parallel with the real β axis at
g = 0 [23]. However, a detail structure of the Fisher ze-
ros in general cases of the 1DTFIM and their relations
to quantum criticality of the model are seldom discussed
topics.

The Fisher zeros contributed from term (I) form lines
only on the imaginary β axis and varying the coupling g
does not affect the structure of these zeros. Therefore,
we reconsidered the term (II) for questing the thermal
properties. The condition for Z = 0 then can be ex-
pressed as

∑L
k=1 | tanhβε2k/2k−1|2 = 0 after few steps of

reformation. In the thermodynamic limit (L → ∞), it
can be expressed as a continuous expression,∫ π

0

log | tanhβεq|2dq = 0, (4)

where εq = (1 + g2 − 2g cos q)1/2. Note that the Fisher
zeros solution of Eq. 4 have both the symmetry βr →
−βr and βi → −βi, we therefore consider the cases with
βr > 0 and βi > 0, shown in Fig. 2.

A clear crossover behavior between the Fisher zero
lines and the closed zero curves arises as g increases, with
the trend of upward moving of lines and increased num-
bers of curves. At small g [e.g. Fig 2(a)], the Fisher
zero lines separate the complex plane into different sec-
tors and inhibit the spreading of complex RG flow to the
whole large complex β region. Meanwhile, small num-
bers of the closed zero curves appear at large βi. At
g = 0.5 [Fig 2(b)], the zero lines and the closed curves
distribute alternatively in the direction of βi. At g ∼ 0.8
[Fig 2(c,d)], the crossover happens between the lowest
line and the first close curve from the real β axis. After-
wards, the lowest line rises rapidly, crosses more curves
[Fig 2(e)], until fades away to the infinite β region at the
QCP g = 1 [Fig 2(f)]. Drastic change of the lowest zero
line near g = 1 implies crossover behavior at finite tem-
perature of thermal quantities and quantum criticality
near the QCP, where the Fisher zero lines disappear and
the complex RG flow can pass to the whole large complex
β region. Note that for g > 1, due to the duality of the
model, the zeros rescale in a plane with the unit β/g are
conformally the same with those at the β plane for 1/g.

Our results of the complex partition functions not
only give a vivid crossover picture of the Fisher zeros’
structure, but also suggest quantitative analyses for the
quantum criticality of the excitations. Considering the
partition function with the form

∑
ai exp(−βEi), [e.g.,

E0(E1) is the ground state (first excited state) energy],
the norm |Z(β)|2 contains the term exp(β∆), where
∆ = E1−E0. Therefore it provides a direct way to probe
the excitation gaps. It is worthwhile emphasizing that

FIG. 3. Quantum critical behaviors from the relative norm
of the complex partition function P (βr, βi) of a finite 1DT-
FIM system with L = 64 are shown. (a) at fixed βi = 1/2,
P (βr, 1/2) as a function of g shows a crossover behavior as
the temperature 1/βr increases from 0.1 to 0.2. The dashed
lines show a linear scaling with the peaks. (b) At fixed large
βr, oscillation of P as a function of βi at different gs indicates
low energy excitations. The amplitude increases drastically
near the QCP. The Fourier transform shows intensity peaks
of excitations in panel (c), gives a clear signal of low energy
excitations.

this quantity is an analogy of Loschmidt Echo [24] for
the boundary partition functions in a dynamical QPT.

We define the relative norm of partition function

P (βr, βi) = 1− |Z(β)|2

|Z(βr)|2
, (5)

where β = βr+ iβi and 0 ≤ P ≤ 1 (P = 1 at Fisher zeros
and vanishes on the real β axis). Finite volume results
of P show crossovers with varied βr at a fixed energy
scale(1/βi) [Fig. 3(a)] and oscillations with varied βi at
a fixed temperature(1/βr) [Fig. 3(b)]. The former case is
consistent with the crossover behavior of other thermal
quantities, e.g., the specific heat [25]. For the latter case,
the increased amplitudes near QCP imply the quantifi-
cation to characterize quantum fluctuation at large fi-
nite temperature, and the oscillating frequencies signify
the excitation energies. The peaks in the corresponding
spectrum of P match the IDTFIM excitation energy gaps
precisely [Fig. 3(c)].

The closed Fisher zero curves also provide new fea-
tures of quantum criticality. Unlike the closed zero curves
which touch the real β axis to separate different real
phases in a finite temperature phase transition, the closed
curves in the complex β plane are symmetry protected
and represent confined excitations in QPT. For 1DTFIM,
the closeness of zero curves is robust against the changing
of g. Adding additional Z2 symmetry breaking longitu-
dinal field can break the close curves and give rise to
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meson excitations. This picture is highly consistent with
the fact of the emerging E8 meson excitations [26–29] for
the system with Hamiltonian

H = −
L∑
j=1

(σzj · σzj+1 + gσxj + hσzj ), (6)

where g = gc = 1. However, unlike the 1DTFIM, the par-
tition function with a longitudinal field is still unclear. To
confirm the confined/deconfined meson picture, numeri-
cal investigations of the Fisher zeros are demanded.

The quantum-classical mapping implies that the par-
tition function of 1D quantum spin model can be repre-
sented by a 2D lattice network structure. Specifically, in
a tensor network language, the imaginary time evolution
exp(−βH) can be constructed as matrix product oper-
ators(MPOs) [30] using Trotter formula with β = τN
at large N . The partition function of quantum system
Eq. 1 or 6 with length L is equivalent to a L × N 2D
classical system. We employ the HOTRG method [31]
which had been efficiently applied to systems with com-
plex sign problems [10] and approximate the MPOs into
transfer matrices with a tunable tensor bond dimension
Db. In our calculation, Db is increased up to 40 for sys-
tems with the volume 64 × 1024 and convergent results
of Fisher zeros are obtained.

For the 1DTFIM at the QCP without the longitudinal
field h, the lowest Fisher zeros above the real β axis for
a finite system distribute densely on the thermodynamic
limit closed zero curve [Fig. 4(a)]. These zeros are dis-
rupted by a large gap when a small longitudinal field h
is applied [Fig. 4(b)]. It implies breaking of the closed
zero curve in the thermodynamic limit and meson excita-
tions flowing out to the large β region. This phenomenon
on complex β plane unambiguously confirms the picture
that the close zero curves confine the meson excitations
for 1DTFIM.

Our results can provide useful experimental and theo-
retical insights. Firstly, the stability of the lowest closed
zero curve above the real β axis at g > 0.8 [Fig. 2(d)] im-
plies that the curve breaking picture under the additional
field is a generic feature and suggests a robust region of
meson excitations in the vicinity of QCP. This is consis-
tent with the experimental observation on quasi-particles
in a large range of coupling g tuned by the applied mag-
netic field [32]. The crossover between the lowest zero
line and closed zero curve at g ∼ 0.8 gives an energy
scale of the competition between domain-wall excitations
and confined mesons and suggests future inelastic neu-
tron scattering or terahertz measurements on the decay of
mesons at g(or 1/g)∼ 0.8. Secondly, the relative norm of
partition function P is an alternative quantity to classify
the excitations in comparison with the space-time corre-
lation calculation from the ground states with a volume-
law-increased quantum entanglement. Furthermore, by
the aid of our current numerical approach and other ten-

FIG. 4. Fisher zeros(black dots) in the (βr,βi) plane for the
1DTFIM at the QCP and the situation with a longitudinal
field h at finite L = 64. Zeros are on the intersects of the
real (blue) and the imaginary (red) part of complex partition
functions. (a) At h = 0, the results is consistent with the
thermodynamic limit closed zero curve (gray line), indicate
“confined” meson excitations. (b) At h = 0.02, the closed
curve shape is disrupted, which indicates the real meson ex-
citations appeared in reality.

sor network contraction methods developed for higher
dimensional statistical models [31, 39], our framework
can be extended to other systems straightforwardly, such
as symmetry protected phase transitions [33–35], condi-
tional 1D finite temperature phase transition [36, 37], and
deconfined QPT [38].

In summary, we demonstrate the exact Fisher zeros
and their connections to quantum criticality for the pro-
totypical 1DTFIM in the thermodynamic limit. The
crossover between two different kinds of Fisher zeros pro-
vides an excitation competing picture near the QCP. The
energy scale of Domain-well suggested by the Fisher zero
lines is quantified by the oscillating properties of the par-
tition function norm, while the confined meson character-
ized by the closed Fisher zero curves is justified by the
curve disruption behavior under a symmetry breaking
longitudinal perturbation. Our statistical complex finite
temperature analyses suggest an unexplored perspective
for various kind of QPTs in general.
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